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Be Inspired #CreaCrafts— 
the home of Knit & Stitch Creative
Visit CreaCrafts and join our online community for more creative 
ideas & techniques, online stitch library & how-to videos, free 
bonus patterns, blog, yarn supplies, knitting kit sets & more!

crafts.com
www.facebook.com/creacrafts 
Follow us for live feeds, CreaCrafts 
product news and competitions

www.youtube.com/creacraftsvideos  
Discover our step-by-step  
video tutorials

www.instagram.com/creacrafts 
Stay up-to-date with our brand news and 
share your creations and achievements

www.pinterest.com/crea_crafts   
Get inspired and find new ideas  
with our trend pins

 1  hat & mitts 

 2 comfy pillows

 3  cozy cover

 4  textured rug

 5  snuggle socks 
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Yarn care instructions: Hand Wash Only • Do not bleach • Do not iron  
• Do not tumble dry • Yarn Composition: 100% cotton 

When washing the finished product follow the manufacturer’s washing 
instructions found on the yarn bands • Made in China 

Zip 15cm approx: 100% Cotton and Nylon  
• Care instructions: Wipe Clean only • Made in China
Zip 21cm approx: 100% Cotton and Nylon  
• Care instructions: Wipe Clean only • Made in China
Cotton Lining: 100% Cotton • Care instructions: Wipe Clean only  
• Made in China

creative 

This exclusive Cozy Knits Special makes the ideal 
complement to your Knit & Stitch Creative collection. File it at 
the back of your  “fashion projects” section for quick reference.

Visit our website to subscribe or buy 
missing issues. You can also find out more 

about your patchwork collection at
www.knit-and-stitch.com

Don’t miss an issue

Step-by-step instructions

Child’s cute panda hat 

Cosy cowl with tassel customisation

KNITTING        CROCHET        CREWELWORK        FELTING

Stylish 
versatile 
throw

Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

3creative
 creative

The next two squares
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Step-by-step instructions

Knit a cute lamb

Customise your projects 
with buttons

KNITTING        CROCHET        CREWELWORK        FELTING

Extra warmth 
and style for 

your bed

Create a stunning reversible throw square by square

2creative 
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know-how
•  short-row knitting

The label in your kit The label in your kit 
transforms your makes transforms your makes 

into lovely giftsinto lovely gifts



 COZY KNITS SPECIAL 1

MATERIALS
•  The yarn, pom-pom maker 

and label you received with 
this issue

• �Set�of�five�size�4�(3.5mm)�
double-pointed needles

• �Pair�of�size�4�(3.5mm)� 
knitting needles

• Ring marker
• Tapestry needle
•  Sewing needle and sewing 

thread

Use your kit to make this hat and mitts set 
and you can be sure that your head and hands 
will stay warm during the colder months.

hat & mitts ★ ★



 COZY KNITS SPECIAL1

SIZES 
Hat,�to�fit�20½[22]�in.�(52[56]cm)�head�circumference.
Mitts,�7⅞�in.�(20cm)�around�the�widest�part�of�the�hand� 
and�5⅞�in.�(15cm)�long.

GAUGE
24�sts�and�40�rows�=�4�in.�(10cm)�over�patt.�

ABBREVIATIONS
See�reading�a�pattern�card�in�your�Knit�&�Stitch�Creative�collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATION 
ssk�=�slip,�slip,�knit�worked�as�follows:�sl�the�next�2�sts�k-wise,�
insert�the�left�needle�into�the�2�slipped�sts,�from�left�to�right,� 
and�k�them�tog.

TO MAKE HAT
Using�4�of�the�size�4�(3.5mm)�double-pointed�needles�and� 
Basalt,�cast�on�136[144]�sts.
Divide�the�sts�evenly�between�4�needles�(34[36]�sts�on�each�
needle).
Place�the�ring�marker�on�the�first�needle�and�join�for�working� 
in�the�round,�taking�care�not�to�twist�the�sts.� 
Slipping�the�marker�on�every�round,�work�as�foll:
Rounds 1 to 8:�*K1�tbl,�p1�tbl,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 9: K�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 10:�P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Cut�Basalt�and�join�Magma.
Rounds 11 and 12:�Rep�Rounds�9�and�10.
Round 13:�*K2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 14: *P1,�k2,�p1,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 15: *P2,�k2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 16: *K1,�p2,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 17: *K2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 18:�*P1,�k2,�p1,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.

Round 19:�P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 20:�Rep�Round�18.
Round 21: Rep�Round�17.
Round 22:�Rep�Round�16.
Round 23:�Rep�Round�15.
Round 24: Rep�Round�14.
Round 25: Rep�Round�13.
Round 26: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Cut�Magma�and�join�Brick�Red.
Round 27: K�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 28:�P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Rounds 29 and 30:�Rep�Rounds�27�and�28.
Rounds 31 and 32: *K2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Rounds 33 to 36: Rep�Rounds�27�and�28�twice.
Cut�Brick�Red�and�join�Magma.
Round 37: K�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 38: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 39:�*K4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 40: P1,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�7�sts,�k4,�p3.
Round 41: P2,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�6�sts,�k4,�p2.
Round 42: P3,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�5�sts,�k4,�p1.
Round 43: K3,�p4,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Round 44: K2,�p4,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.
Round 45: K1,�p4,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k3.
Round 46:�*P4,�k4,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 47: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Cut�Magma�and�join�Basalt.
Round 48: *K15[16],�k2tog,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of� 
the�round.�128[136]�sts.
Round 49: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 50:�K�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 51: *K1,�p7,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 52:�K2,�p5,�*k3,�p5,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Round 53:�K3,�p3,�*k5,�p3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.
Round 54: K4,�p1,�*k7,�p1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k3.

Round 55: *K2tog,�k14[15],�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of� 
the�round.�120[128]�sts.
Round 56: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Cut�Basalt�and�join�Brick�Red.
Round 57: K7,�k2tog,�*k13[14],�k2tog,�rep�from�*�to�the�last� 
6[7]�sts,�k6[7].�112[120]�sts.
Round 58: P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 59:�K�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 60: *K2tog,�k12[13],�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of� 
the�round.�104[112] sts.
Round 61:�P�to�the�end�of�the�round.
K�0[4]�rounds.
Dec round: *Ssk,�k11[12],�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of� 
the�round.�(96[104] sts.)

Leave your hat plain  
or add a pom-pom.

Makes a Makes a 

lovely gift
lovely gift

★ ★



Rep dec round, working one less st between the  
dec�on�every�round�until�16�sts�rem.
Cut�yarn,�leaving�a�long�yarn�tail.�Thread�the�cut�end� 
through�the�sts,�draw�up�tightly�and�secure�the�end.

TO MAKE MITTS 
Using�size�4�(3.5mm)�needles�and�Basalt,�cast�on�50 sts.
Row 1 (rs): K1,�*k1�tbl,�p1�tbl,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row 2: P1,�*k1�tbl,�p1�tbl,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Rows 3 to 8: Rep�Rows�1�and�2�three�times.
Row 9:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row 10: P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Cut�Basalt�and�join�Magma.
Rows 11 and 12: Rep�Rows�9�and�10.
Row 13: K1,�*k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�14:�P1,�*k1,�p2,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�15:�K1,�*p2,�k2,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�16:�P1,�*p1,�k2,�p1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�17:�K1,�*k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�18:�P1,�*k1,�p2,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�19:�K1,�p�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�20:�Rep�Row�18.
Row�21:�Rep�Row�17.
Row�22:�Rep�Row�16.�
Row�23:�Rep�Row�15.
Row�24:�Rep�Row�14.
Row�25:�Rep�Row�13.�
Row�26:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Cut�Magma�and�join�Brick�Red.
Row�27:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�28:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Rows�29�and�30:�Rep�Rows�27�and�28.
Row�31:�K1,�*k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�32:�P1,�*k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.�
Rows�33�to�36:�Rep�Rows�27�to�30.
Cut�Brick�Red�and�join�Magma.
Row�37:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.�
Row�38:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.�
Row�39:�K1,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�k1.
Row�40:�P2,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�41:�K3,�p4,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k3.
Row�42:�*P4,�k4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�p2.
Row�43:�K1,�p1,�k4,�*p4,�k4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�4�sts,�p3,�k1.
Row�44:�P1,�k2,�p4,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k2,�p1.
Row�45:�K1,�p3,�*k4,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�6�sts,�k4,�p1,�k1.
Row�46:�P1,�*p4,�k4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�47:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�48:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Cut�Magma�and�join�Basalt.
Row�49:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.�
Row�50:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�51:�K2,�*p7,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�52:�P2,�*k5,�p3,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�53:�K4,�p3,�*k5,�p3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k3.

Row�54:�P4,�k1,�*p7,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�5�sts,�p5.
Row�55:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.�
Row�56:�P1,�k�to�the�last�st,�p1.
Row�57:�K�to�the�end�of�the�row.
Row�58:�Rep�Row�2.
Row�59:�Rep�Row�1.
Rep�the�last�2�rows�twice.
Cast�off�in�rib�leaving�a�long�yarn�tail. 
Make�another�mitt�in�the�same�way.

FINISHING
Block�both�the�hat�and�mitts�using�the�spray�method.
Using a sewing needle and thread, sew the label onto the  
inside of the ribbed section of the hat, slightly stretching  
out�the�ribbing�as�you�do�so.� 
Fold a mitt in half, with right side together, and pin the seam, 
leaving�an�opening�for�the�thumb.�Carefully�try�on�the�mitt� 
and�adjust�the�opening�if�necessary.�Sew�up�the�seam,�then� 
turn�the�mitt�to�the�right�side.�Repeat�with�second�mitt.�
Weave�in�the�yarn�ends�on�both�the�hat�and�the�mitts.
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★ ★

The mitts are worked flat, rather 
than in the round like the hat, 
and the holes for your thumbs are 
simply gaps left in the side seams.

designer’s tip
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★ ★★ ★

• Open out the pom-pom maker rings and place them 
together,�matching�the�bumps�to�the�holes.

• Using all three colors of yarn, wrap yarn around one half of 
the�pom-pom�maker�until�the�center�is�filled.�Repeat�with�
the�second�half�of�the�pom-pom�maker.

•�Close�the�two�halves�together�and�lock�in�place.
• Insert the blade of a pair of scissors between the rings and 
cut�through�the�yarn,�all�the�way�around.

• Slip a long length of 
yarn between the rings 
and�tie�tightly.�(Do�not�cut�
the yarn ends short; use 
these to attach the pom-pom 
to�the�hat.)

•�Remove�the�pom-pom�maker.�

ADDING A POM-POM
In your kit, you have received a pom-pom maker. Here’s how to use it to create the 
perfect trimming for your hat—and other projects.

The pom-pom shown here 
uses all three yarn colors.  
If you prefer, You can simply 
use a single color—try a 
Magma or Basalt pom-pom  
as the ideal contrast to the 
last Brick Red stripe.

designer’s tip
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MATERIALS
•  6 x 2 oz. (50g) balls of  

Drops Alpaca Bouclé in  
Light Ocean Green

•  Pair of size 8 (5.0mm)  
knitting needles

• Tapestry needle
•  2 pillow pads, each 15¾ in. 

(40cm) square

comfy pillows
Introduce some luxury to your home 
with these fluffy pillow covers, made 
in a soft bouclé alpaca yarn.

★  
★ ★
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SIZES
To fit 15¾ in. (40cm) square pillow pads.

GAUGE
14 sts and 20 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over bobble patt when slightly 
stretched.
14 sts and 11 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over loop patt.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card in your Knit & Stitch Creative collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS 
MB = make bobble worked as follows: k into the front, back, front, 
then back again of the next st, turn, k4, turn, p4, turn, k4, turn and 
work sl 1, p3tog, psso.
ML = make loop worked as follows: k1, but do not slip the st off the 
left needle, bring the yarn to the front between the needles, take 
it under and over your left thumb and to back again between the 
needles, k the st on the left needle again, then sl the second st on 
the right needle over the first st. 

TO MAKE THE BOBBLE PILLOW
FRONT: Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 53 sts.
Row 1 (ws): K to the end of the row.
Row 2: P5, *MB, p5, rep from * to the end of the row.
Row 3: K to the end of the row.
Row 4: P2, *MB, p5, rep from * to the last 3 sts, MB, p2.
These 4 rows form the patt.
Rep them 19 more times, then work Rows 1 and 2 again.
K 1 row. Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.

BACK PIECES (make 2): Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles,  
cast on 58 sts.
Beg with a p row, work in rev st st for 10 in. (25cm).
Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.
TO MAKE THE LOOPY PILLOW
FRONT: Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles, cast on 56 sts.
Row 1 (ws): K to the end of the row.
Row 2: K2, *ML, k1, rep from * to the end of the row.
Row 3: K to the end of the row.
Row 4: *K1, ML, rep from * to the last 2 sts, k2.
These 4 rows form the patt.
Cont in the patt until the work until work measures  
15¾ in. (40cm), ending with Row 1 or 3.
Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.

BACK PIECES (make 2): Using size 8 (5.0mm) needles,  
cast on 56 sts.
Work in g st (every row k) for 10 in. (25cm).
Bind off loosely leaving a long yarn tail.

FINISHING
For both pillows: With right sides together, join the bind-off edge 
of one back piece to the bind-off edge of the front. Sew along 
the side edges of the back piece. Join the bind-off edge of the 
remaining back piece to the cast-on edge of the front, overlapping 
the pieces at the center. Sew along the side edges of this piece, 
sewing through all the layers at the overlap. Turn to the right side 
and insert the pillow pad. Weave in the ends. 

Take care when working with a 
bouclé yarn that you don’t mistake 
the loops in the yarn for stitches.

designer’s tip

★  
★ ★
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MATERIALS
•  3 x 1 oz. (25g) balls Crea 

Impasto in Citrine
•  2 x 1 oz. (25g) balls Crea 

Impasto in Pebble
•  Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) knitting 

needles
• Tapestry needle
• �4�buttons,�⅝�in.�(1.5cm)�in�

diameter
Go to knit-and-stitch.com 
to buy Crea yarn. See the 
information�chart�for�full� 
details on all the Crea yarns.

This cover for a hot-water bottle is made in two  
shades of Crea Impasto yarn—Citrine and Pebble.

cozy cover ★ ★
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SIZE
To�fit�a�hot-water�bottle,�7⅞�in.�(20cm)�
wide�x�11�in.�(28cm)�tall,�excluding�the�neck�
and stopper.

GAUGE
19�sts�and�34�rows�=�4�in.�(10cm)�over� 
the patt.

ABBREVIATIONS
See�reading�a�pattern�card�in�your� 
Knit�&�Stitch�Creative�collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
ssk�=�slip,�slip,�knit�worked�as�follows:� 
sl�the�next�2�sts�k-wise,�insert�the�left�
needle�into�the�2 slipped�sts,�from�left�to�
right�and�k�them tog.

TO MAKE
BACK: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles  
and�Citrine,�cast�on�45�sts.
Rib row 1: K2, *p1, k3, rep from * to the  
last�3 sts,�p1,�k2.
Rib row 2: P2, *k1, p3, rep from * to the  
last�3 sts,�k1,�p2.
Rep�these�2�rows�3�more�times.
**Stranding�the�color�not�in�use�loosely� 
up�the�side�of�the�knitting,�work�in�the� 
patt�as�foll:

Row 1 (rs): With�Citrine,�k2,�work�k1,�yfd�
and�k1�all�into�next�st,�*k3,�work�k1,�yfd� 
and k1 all into next st, rep from* to the last 
2 sts, k2.
Join Pebble.
Row 2:�With�Pebble,�p2,�sl�3�p-wise�with�
the�yarn�at�the�front,�*p3,�sl�3�p-wise� 
with�the�yarn�at�the�front,�rep�from�*�to�
the last 2 sts, p2.
Row 3: With�Pebble,�k1,�*k2tog,�sl�1�p-wise�
with�yarn�at�back,�ssk,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�
end�of�the�row.
Row 4:�With�Citrine,�p4,�*sl�1�p-wise�with� 
the yarn at the front, p3, rep from * to the 
last st, p1.
Row 5: With�Citrine,�k4,�*work�k1,�yfd� 
and k1 all into next st, k3, rep from * to  
the last st, k1.
Row 6: With�Pebble,�p4,�*sl�3�p-wise�with�
the yarn at the front, p3, rep from * to the 
last st, p1.
Row 7: With�Pebble,�k3,�*k2tog,�sl�1�p-wise�
with�yarn�at�back,�ssk,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�
last 2 sts, k2.
Row 8:�With�Citrine,�p2,�sl�1�p-wise�with� 
the�yarn�at�the�front,�*p3,�sl�1�p-wise�with�
the yarn at the front, rep from * to the  
last 2 sts, p2.
These�8�rows�form�the�patt.
Rep them 9 more times.

Cut�Pebble�and�cont�in�Citrine�only.� 
Beg�with�a�k�row,�work�4�rows�st�st,� 
binding�off�6�sts�at�the�beg�of�every� 
row.�21�sts.
Rep�the�2�Rib�rows�10�times.�Bind�off�
leaving�a�long�yarn�tail.

FRONT: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles  
and�Citrine,�cast�on�45�sts.
Rib row 1: K2, *p1, k3, rep from * to the  
last�3 sts,�p1,�k2.
Rib row 2: P2, *k1, p3, rep from * to the  
last�3 sts,�k1,�p2.
Rep�Rib�row�1.
Buttonhole row: P2, k1, p2tog, yrn, p1,  
*(k1,�p3)�twice,�k1,�p2tog,�yrn,�p1,�rep�from�*�
to the last 3 sts, k1, p2.
Rep�Rib�rows�1�and�2�twice�more.
Work�as�for�the�back�from�**�to�the�end� 
of�the�row.

FINISHING
Weave�in�the�ends.�Block�using�the�spray�
method.
Place�the�front�and�back�with�right�sides�
together and join the side seams and top 
section.�Turn�to�the�right�side.�Sew�the�
buttons�to�the�wrong�side�of�the�ribbing�
on�the�back�so�they�correspond�with�the�
buttonholes on the front.

Mother-of-pearl buttons go 
perfectly with the Citrine and 

Pebble shades of the Impasto yarn.

Leave the top edge of the cover 
open if you want access to the 
stopper while the cover is on.

★ ★



 COZY KNITS SPECIAL 4

MATERIALS
• �3�x�17⅝�oz.�(500g)�balls�of�
Hoooked�Spesso�Eco�Barbante�
Chunky�Cotton�in�Coral

• �Size�11�(8.0mm)�circular�knitting�
needle,�31½�in.�(80cm)�long

• �Tapestry�needle�with�a�large�eye

Ensure you’re warm underfoot with this 
textured cotton rug. The lattice-like pattern 
is created with a simple combination of knit 
and purl stitches.

textured rug ★
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SIZE
25½�x�36⅝�in.�(65�x�93cm).

GAUGE
8�sts�and�12�rows�=�4�in.�(10cm)�over�patt.

ABBREVIATIONS
See�reading�a�pattern�card�in�your�Knit�&�Stitch� 
Creative�collection.

TO MAKE
Using�a�size�11�(8.0mm)�circular�needle,�cast�on�52�sts. 
Working�forward�and�backward�in�rows,�cont�as�foll:
Row 1 (rs): *P2,�k3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�p2.
Row 2: *K2,�p3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.
Row 3: *K2,�p1,�k6,�p1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.
Row 4:�P3,�*k1,�p4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�4�sts,�k1,�p3.
Row 5: K4,�*p1,�k2,�p1,�k6,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�8�sts,�p1,�
k2,�p1,�k4.�
Row 6: *K2,�p3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.
Row 7: *P2,�k3,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�p2.
Row 8: P4,�*k1,�p2,�k1,�p6,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�8�sts,�k1,�
p2,�k1,�p4.
Row 9: K3,�*p1,�k4,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�4�sts,�p1,�k3.
Row 10: *P2,�k1,�p6,�k1,�rep�from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�p2.
These�10�rows�form�the�patt.
Rep�them�10�more�times,�then�work�Rows�1�and�2�again.�
Bind�off�leaving�a�long�yarn�tail.

FINISHING
Weave�in�the�yarn�ends.�Block�using�the�steam�method.

MAKING A PLACE MAT
Use the stitch pattern for your rug to make a place mat. 

TO MAKE
Using�size�11�(8.0mm)�knitting�needles,�cast�on�22�sts.
Rep�Rows�1�to�10�of�the�rug�twice.
Rep�Rows�1�to�2�once�more.� 
Bind�off�leaving�a�long�yarn�tail.

FINISHING
Weave�in�the�yarn�ends.�Block�using�the�steam�method.

This versatile stitch pattern can be 
used for other projects. To scale 
up or down, cast on a multiple of 10 
stitches plus 2 extra, then repeat the 
10 pattern rows as required, finishing 
with Rows 1 and 2. You might also like 
to add a crochet border.

designer’s tip

To complement your place mat, make 
a matching potholder.

★



 COZY KNITS SPECIAL 5

MATERIALS
•  1[1:2] x 3½ oz. (100g) balls of 

Berroco Vintage Aran in Oats
• �Set�of�five�size�7�(4.5mm)�

double-pointed needles
• Cable needle
• 3�ring�stitch�markers
• Tapestry needle

Make this pair of stylish socks for 
happy feet, whatever the weather.

snuggle socks ★  
★ ★
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SIZE
Foot�length�8⅝[9½:10¼]�in.�(22[24:26]cm).

GAUGE
20�sts�and�26�rows�=�4�in.�(10cm)�over�st�st.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card in your  
Knit�&�Stitch�Creative�collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATIONS
C4B�=�cable�4�back�worked�as�follows:�sl�
2�sts�onto�a�cn�and�leave�at�the�back�of�
work,�k2,�then�k�the�sts�from�the�cn.
C4F�=�cable�4�front�worked�as�follows:� 
sl�2�sts�onto�a�cn�and�leave�at�the�front�of�
the�work,�k2,�then�k�the�sts�from�the�cn.�
ssk�=�slip,�slip,�knit�worked�as�follows:�sl�
the�next�2�sts�k-wise,�insert�the�left�needle�
into�the�2 slipped�sts,�from�left�to�right� 
and�k�them tog.

TO MAKE
Using�4�of�the�size�7�(4.5mm)�double-
pointed�needles,�cast�on�16[20:24]�sts.
Divide�the�sts�evenly�between�4�needles�
(4[5:6]�sts�on�each�needle).
Place�a�stitch�marker�on�the�first�needle�
and�join�for�working�in�the�round,�taking�
care�not�to�twist�the�sts.� 
Slipping�the�marker�on�every�round,� 
work�as�foll:
Round 1: K to the end of the round.

Round 2:�(K1,�puk,�k6[8:10],�puk,�place�
stitch�marker,�k1)�twice.�20[24:28]�sts.
Rounds 3 and 4: K to the end of the round. 
Round 5:�(K1,�puk,�k�to�marker,�puk,�k1)�
twice.�(24[28:32]�sts.)
Rounds 6 to 17: Rep�Rounds�3�to�5�four�
times.�40[44:48]�sts.� 
Remove�the�2nd�and�3rd�markers,� 
keeping�the�marker�that�marks�the�beg� 
of the rounds.
K�6[10:16]�rounds.
Next round:�K7[8:9],�puk,�place�marker,� 
k6,�puk,�k�to�the�end�of�the�round.�
42[46:50]�sts.
K�5�rounds.
Next round:�K�to�2nd�marker,�puk,�k6,�puk,�
k�to�the�end�of�the�round.�(44[48:52]�sts.)
K�5�rounds.
Rep�the�last�6�rounds�twice�more.�
48[52:56] sts.
Shape heel
Next round:�K�to�the�last�st,�wrap�1�(see� 
the�know-how�in�this�issue),�turn.�
Now�working�forward�and�backward�in�
rows�across�2�needles,�cont�as�foll:
Row 1: P18[20:22],�wrap�1,�turn.
Row 2: K�to�the�st�before�the�wrapped� 
�st,�wrap�1,�turn.
Row 3: P�to�the�st�before�the�wrapped�st,�
wrap 1, turn.
Rep�the�last�2�rows�until�there�are�8[10:12]�
sts�between�wrapped�sts.

Next row: K�to�the�first�wrapped�
st,�pick�up�wrap�and�k�tog�with�
the�wrapped�st,�turn.
Next row: P�to�the�first�wrapped�
st,�pick�up�the�wrap�and�p�tog�
with�the�wrapped�st,�turn.
Rep�these�2�rows�until�all�
wrapped�sts�have�been�worked.

Turn,�k�20[22:24]�to�return�to�the�beg�of�
the round.
Cont�to�work�in�the�round,�k�3�rounds.�
Next round:�K3[5:13],�puk�*k4[6:14],�puk,�
rep�from�*�to�the�last�1[5:1]�sts,�k�to�the�end�
of�the�round.�60[60:60]�sts.
K 1 round.
Cuff
Round 1: *C4B,�C4F,�p2,�k2,�yfd,�ssk,�k2tog,�
yfd,�k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�
round.
Round 2: *K8,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�
the round.
Round 3:�*K8,�p2,�k2,�yfd,�ssk,�k2tog,�yfd,�
k2,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 4: Rep Round 2.
Rounds 5 to 12: Rep�Rounds�1�to�4�twice.
Rounds 13 and 14: Rep Rounds 1 and 2.
Round 15:�*K2,�yfd,�ssk,�k2tog,�yfd,�k2,�p2,�
C4B,�C4F,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�
round.
Round 16:�*K8,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�
the round.
Round 17: *K2,�yfd,�ssk,�k2tog,�yfd,�k2,�p2,�
k8,�p2,�rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.
Round 18:�Rep�Round�16.
Rounds 19 to 26: Rep�Rounds�15�to�18�twice.
Rounds 27 and 28:�Rep�Rounds�15�and�16.
Round 29:�*K2,�p2tog,�p2tog�tbl,�k2,�p2,� 
rep�from�*�to�the�end�of�the�round.�
48[48:48]�sts.
Rounds 30 to 34:�*K2,�p2,�rep�from�*�
to the�end�of�the�round.
Bind�off�loosely�in�rib�leaving�a�long�yarn�tail.
Make�a�second�sock�in�the�same�way.

FINISHING
Turn�the�socks�inside�out�and�sew�up�the�
toes.�Weave�in�the�ends.�Block�using�the�
spray�method.

These slipper socks are worked from 
the toe up. When you get to the heel, 
this is shaped by using short-row 
knitting. This technique is invaluable 
when it comes to making socks—go to 
the know-how at the back of this issue 
for a reminder of how to do it.

designer’s tip

★  
★ ★



KNOW-HOW 

Use this subtle method of shaping  
to give a great fit that’s unobtrusive.

short-row knitting

WRAPPING STITCHES ON A KNIT ROW
If you just turn the work in the middle of a row, there will be a hole at the turning point. To prevent 
leaving a hole, the following stitch is “wrapped” knitwise or purlwise, as appropriate.

WORKING INTO WRAPPED STITCHES ON A KNIT ROW
When all the turning rows are finished, the complete row is knitted with the wrapped stitches worked 
as shown below. 

1 Work the number of knit stitches as 
instructed and prepare to wrap the next 
stitch. (Note that the wrapped stitch is not 

the last of the short-row stitches but the next, 
unworked, stitch.) Keeping the yarn at the back 
of the work, slip the next stitch purlwise.

2 Bring the yarn forward between the 
needle tips to the front of the work. 3 To complete the wrapped stitch, slip the 

last stitch on the right needle back onto 
the left needle and take the yarn to the 

back again between the needle tips. The work 
is now ready to turn.

1 Knit to the wrapped stitch, which has a 
wrapped “bar” of yarn across the front of  
it. Insert the right needle under the front  

of the wrap.
2 Now insert the needle into the stitch 

above the wrap and knit the wrap  
and stitch together. 3 The completed section with turning 

rows looks like this with the wrapped 
stitches blended into the stockinette  

stitch fabric.

Short-row knitting is also commonly known as “turning rows.”  
To create shaping, a row is partially completed, then the work is 
turned and worked back to the starting point. A series of these 

“short rows” results in one edge being longer than the other. At the 
end of the shaping, work continues over the complete row. It is a useful 
method of adding barely noticeable curves to straight areas of knitting.
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WRAPPING STITCHES ON A PURL ROW

WORKING INTO WRAPPED STITCHES ON A PURL ROW

In some patterns 
the hole that appears 
when all the stitches 
are worked again is 
left as a feature of 
the design.

expert’s tip

1 Purl to the point where the work is to be 
turned and prepare to wrap the next stitch. 
Keeping the yarn at the front of the work, 

slip the next stitch purlwise. 
2 Take the yarn to the back of the work 

between the needle tips. 3 To complete the wrapped stitch, slip 
the last stitch on the right needle back 
onto the left needle and bring the yarn 

between the needle tips to the front of the 
work again. The work is now ready to turn.

1 Purl to the wrapped stitch. Insert the right 
needle into the back of the wrapped loop. 2 Place the loop on the left needle.  

Then purl the loop and the following 
stitch together. 

• Shoulder shaping—instead of the stepped 
shoulder edge created by binding off 
stitches at the shoulder, working short 
rows gives a smooth finish that is easier for 
sewing up. 

• Shawl collar—a shawl collar is warm as it 
hugs the neckline. Turning rows worked at 
intervals along the outer edge mean that 
there is a generous amount to fold back.

• Horizontal darts—use to give shape  
to a fitted sweater around the bustline.

• Turning a sock heel—the perfect way  
to shape without added bulk.

• Circular shape—short rows are ideal  
to create a circular shape with a  
pinwheel effect.

• Matching gauges—when working rows 
that include stitches with different gauges, 
e.g. a garter stitch border at the edges of a 
stockinette stitch fabric.

WHERE TO USE SHORT-ROW KNITTING
There are numerous applications for this type of shaping when making knitted fabrics. Here are a few of them.



Knit a gorgeous capelet, featuring lovely lace patterns
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Make crochet crowns

Create owl decorations

A seed-head picture

KNITTING        CROCHET        FELTING        CUSTOMIZATION

The perfect 
cover-up for a 
winter party
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Be Inspired #CreaCrafts— 
the home of Knit & Stitch Creative
Visit CreaCrafts and join our online community for more creative 
ideas & techniques, online stitch library & how-to videos, free 
bonus patterns, blog, yarn supplies, knitting kit sets & more!

crafts.com
www.facebook.com/creacrafts 
Follow us for live feeds, CreaCrafts 
product news and competitions

www.youtube.com/creacraftsvideos  
Discover our step-by-step  
video tutorials

www.instagram.com/creacrafts 
Stay up-to-date with our brand news and 
share your creations and achievements

www.pinterest.com/crea_crafts   
Get inspired and find new ideas  
with our trend pins

 1  lacy capelet 

 2 seed-head picture

 3  crochet crowns

 4  snowy owls

 5  fluffy muff 
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This exclusive Winter Wonderland Special makes the ideal 
complement to your Knit & Stitch Creative collection. File it at 
the back of your “fashion projects” section for quick reference.

Visit our website to subscribe or buy 
missing issues. You can also find out more 

about your patchwork collection at
www.knit-and-stitch.com

Don’t miss an issue
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•  embroidery stitches
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 W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL 1

MATERIALS
•  The yarn and ribbon 

you received with 
this issue

•  Pair of size 6 
(4.0mm) knitting 
needles and a size 
6 (4.0mm) circular 
knitting needle,  
31½ in. (80cm) long

• Tapestry needle
•  Sewing needle and 

matching sewing 
thread.

Keep warm at winter parties with 
this pretty cover-up, made in soft 
and gentle Crea Wispy yarn and 
finished with a silvery ribbon.

lacy capelet ★ ★  
★ ★
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SIZE
Measurement around lower edge 42½[46½] in. (108[118]cm).
Measurement around neck 15¾[20] in. (40[50]cm).
Length 14⅛ in. (36cm).

GAUGE
18 sts and 30 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over first body patt (see note).
 
Note: Check your gauge by working Rows 1 to 8 of the body.  
The pattern is worked over a multiple of 6 stitches plus 3; cast  
on a minimum of 27 stitches and work at least 36 rows.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card in your Knit & Stitch Creative collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
ssk = slip, slip, knit worked as follows: sl next 2 sts k-wise, insert the 
left needle into the 2 slipped sts, from left to right, and k them tog.
 
TO MAKE
BORDER: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and Silver Gray, cast on 11 sts.
K 1 row.
Row 1 (ws): K3, yfd, k2tog, k1, ssk, cast on 4 sts using the backward 
loop method (see tip), k2tog, k1. 13 sts.
Row 2: K10, yfd, k2tog, k1. 
Row 3: K3, yfd, k2tog, ssk, (yfd, k1) 4 times, yfd, k2tog. 16 sts.
Row 4: K13, yfd, k2tog, k1.
Row 5: K3, yfd, k2tog, ssk, (yfd, k1) twice, yfd, sl 1, k2tog, psso, (yfd, 
k1) twice, yfd, k2tog. 18 sts.
Row 6: K15, yfd, k2tog, k1. 
Row 7: K3, yfd, k2tog, k11, k2tog. 17 sts.
Row 8: Bind off 6 sts, k until there are 8 sts on the right needle, 
yfd, k2tog, k1. 11 sts.
These 8 rows form the border patt.
Rep them 37[41] more times.

K 1 row.
Bind off, drawing the yarn through the final stitch, do not cut the 
yarn. 

BODY: With rs facing and using size 6 (4.0mm) circular needle, 
pick up and k 189[213] sts evenly along the straight edge. Working 
forward and backward in rows, cont as foll:
K 1 row. 
Cut Silver Gray and join White.
K 1 row.
Row 1 and every foll alt row (ws): P to the end of the row.
Row 2: K2, *yfd, ssk, k1, k2tog, yfd, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1. 
Row 4: K2, *yfd, k1, sl 1, k2tog, psso, k1, yfd, k1, rep from * to the last 
st, k1.
Row 6: K2, *k2tog, yfd, k1, yfd, ssk, k1, rep from * to the last st, k1.
Row 8: K1, k2tog, *(k1, yfd) twice, k1, sl 1, k2tog, psso, rep from * to 
the last 6 sts, (k1, yfd) twice, k1, ssk, k1.
Rows 9 to 40: Rep Rows 1 to 8 four times.
Row 41 and every foll alt row: P to the end of the row.
Row 42: K to the end of the row.
Row 44: *K9[11], sl 1, k2tog, psso, rep from * to the last 9[3] sts, k to 
end. 159[183] sts.
Row 46: K5, *ssk, yfd, k1, yfd, k2tog, k3, rep from * to the last 
2 sts, k2. 

When casting on in the middle of a row 
or round, you can use the backward loop 
method. Loop the working yarn over your left 
thumb and insert the right needle under the 
yarn at the front of your thumb to pick up a 
loop. Let the yarn slip off your thumb, then 
tighten to form the stitch.

designer’s tip

A leaf-like lace is the first stitch pattern 
used on the body of this capelet.

After knitting the border, pick up stitches 
along the straight edge to work the body.

★ ★  
★ ★
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★ ★  
★ ★
★ ★  
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Row 48: K6, *yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k5, rep from * to the last 
st, k1. 
Row 50: Rep Row 46. 
Row 52: K1, ssk, yfd, k1, yfd, k2tog, *k3, ssk, yfd, k1, yfd, 
k2tog, rep from * to the last st, k1. 
Row 54: K2, *yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k5, rep from * to last 5 
sts, yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k2. 
Row 56: Rep Row 52.
Row 58: K6, *sl 2, k1, psso, k5, rep from * to the last st, k1. 
121[139] sts.
Row 60: K4, *ssk, yfd, k1, yfd, k2tog, k1, rep from * to the 
last 3 sts, k3. 
Row 62: K5, *yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k3, rep from * to the 
last 2 sts, k2. 
Row 64: Rep Row 60. 
Row 66: *K1, ssk, yfd, k1, yfd, k2tog, rep from * to the last st, k1. 
Row 68: K2, *yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k3, rep from * to the last 5 sts, 
yfd, sl 2, k1, psso, yfd, k2. 
Row 70: Rep Row 66.
Row 72: K to the end of the row.
Row 74: K5, k2tog, *k4[5], k2tog, rep from *to the last 6[5] sts, k to 
the end of the row. 102[125] sts.
Row 76: K5, k2tog, *k3, k2tog, rep from * to the last 5[3] sts, k to 

the end of the row. 83[101] sts.
Row 77: P to the end of the row.
Cut White and join Silver Gray.
Row 78: K to the end of the row. 

HANDY TIPS 
There are some useful tricks that can help you keep to a track of where you 
are in a lace knitting pattern—and that can be useful if you make a mistake!

USING MARKERS

• When working a lace pattern, it’s 
important to keep track of your stitches 
by counting them regularly. To help you, 
it’s a good idea to use stitch markers to 
separate the repeats in your pattern. If 
you get to the end of a row and don’t 
have the right number of stitches, you 
can go back and count the stitches 
between your markers to see where 
you have gone wrong. If you are working 
with a fine yarn, use plastic stitch 
markers—metal ones may snag on  
your knitting.

• To insert a lifeline, first thread a 
tapestry needle with contrasting yarn (or 
embroidery thread). Check that the pattern 
is correct on the last row of the repeat, 
then thread the needle and yarn through 
the base of every stitch on the knitting 
needle, taking care not to thread it through 
any stitch markers. At the end of the 
next repeat, add another lifeline and then 
remove the first one.  

• If you do make a mistake, unravel your 
work as far as the row above the lifeline. 
Then unravel that row one stitch at a 
time, picking up the stitches held on the 
lifeline as you go onto a knitting needle. 
Recommence your pattern, replacing the 
stitch markers as you go.

USING A “LIFELINE”
A “lifeline” is a length of contrasting thread or yarn that is threaded through a row in the 
lace pattern at intervals. If you make a mistake and have to unpick your work, you unravel 
it back as far as the lifeline and then pick up the stitches that are held on the lifeline. 

A light and open lace pattern 
features at the top of the capelet.
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Use the ribbon, tied in a bow, to keep the 
capelet in place on your shoulders.

The combination of silvery gray and snowy 
white yarns is perfect for a wintery garment.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR CAPELET
Add a hint of subtle color to your 
capelet with some beads. Choose a 
selection of different shades and sew 
them onto the top edge of the Silver 
Gray border using a sewing needle and 
light-colored thread. Alternatively, sew 
beads onto the points at the base of 
the border.

Row 79: P to the end of the row. 
Now the work neckband as foll:
Rib row 1: K1, *p1, k1, rep from * to the end of the row. 
Rib row 2: P1, *k1, p1, rep from * to the end of the row. 
Rep these 2 rows 3 more times. 
Bind off in rib leaving a long yarn tail. 

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Block lightly using the spray method.
Cut the ribbon in half. Fold one end of one piece under 
by ¼ in. (5mm) and stitch this end to the underside of 
the top ribbed section of the capelet. Repeat with the 
second piece. Cut across the other ends of the ribbon 
ties in a diagonal to neaten them.
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MATERIALS
•  9 in. (23cm) square of 

natural linen fabric
•  1 x 27 yd. (25m) skein of 

Appletons crewel wool 
in light putty (987), putty 
(985) and iron gray (967)

• Tacking thread
• Chenille needles
•  Large embroidery frame 

or hoop
•  Water-soluble fabric 

marker pen
•  Picture frame with a  

7⅞ in. (20cm) aperture
•  Double-sided sticky tape

Celebrate the wintery beauty of nature with this 
piece of crewelwork, featuring a group of ethereal 
and skeletal seed heads.

seed-head picture ★ ★
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SIZE
Design area measures 7⅞ in. (20cm) square.

TO MAKE
• Using a needle and tacking thread, tack a 7⅞ in. (20cm) 
square centrally on the linen fabric.

• Photocopy the template (see the back of this issue). 
Tape it onto a lightbox or window, then place the linen 
over the top with the design centered within the tacked 
lines. Use a water-soluble marker pen to trace the 
design onto the fabric. 

• Centering the design, place the fabric in the embroidery 
frame or hoop. Thread a chenille needle with a length of 
light putty (987). Using the template as a guide to which 
seed head is worked in which color, work the stems of 
the relevant seed heads in the stem stitch. 

• Stitch along the lines at the top of the seed heads in 
the split stitch. Using the photograph as a guide, add 
French knots to the relevant seed heads. (See the 
know-how at the end of this issue for a reminder on 
how to work all the embroidery stitches used here.)

• Thread a chenille needle with putty (985) and work 
the relevant seed heads and stems in the same way. 
Repeat with iron gray (967).

• Remove any visible marker lines with a damp cloth. Let 
dry. Press on the wrong side over a padded surface. Mount 
the picture in the frame, secured to the backing board with 
double-sided sticky tape.

The template can be used to create 
other projects. Work a single seed-
head motif onto a rectangle of linen, 
then trim off two corners. Back the 
fabric with another piece, the same size 
and shape, and add a ribbon to create 
a tag—ideal to tie to luggage or as a 
decoration for a gift-wrapped parcel.

designer’s tip

Work French knots along  
the lines of the seed heads.

★ ★
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MATERIALS
•  1 x 2 oz. (50g) ball of Rico Design 

Fashion Cotton Métallisé in 
Titanium and Chrome  
(see note overleaf)

• C/2 (2.75mm) crochet hook
• Tapestry needle

Perfect for parties, these sparkly crowns can 
be made in three different sizes to suit adult, 
child and baby heads.

crochet crowns
W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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SIZES
Circumference at base 15[18:21¼] in. (38[46:54]cm).

GAUGE
21 sc = 4 in. (10cm).

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card in your Knit & Stitch  
Creative collection.

SPECIAL ABBREVIATION
sp(s) = space(s).

Note: Use Titanium for the small and medium sizes, 
Chrome for the large size.

TO MAKE
Using C/2 (2.75mm) hook, ch80[96:112], sl st into the 
first ch to make a ring. 
Foundation round: Ch1 (does not count as a st), work  
1 sc into each ch to the end of the round, sl st into the 
first sc. 80[96:112] sc.
Round 1: Ch1, work 1 sc into each sc to the end of the 
round, sl st into the first sc.
Rep last the round 2[3:4] more times.
Next round: Ch3 (counts as 1 hdc and 1 ch), *skip the next 
sc, work 1 hdc into the next sc, ch1, rep from * to the last 
sc, skip the last sc, sl st into the 2nd of ch3.
Next round: Ch1, work 1 sc into the same place as the sl 
st, *work 1 sc into the next sp, 1 sc into the next hdc, rep 
from * to the last sp, work 1 sc into the next sp, sl st into 
the first sc.
Rep Round 1 two[three:four] more times.
Next round: Ch1, *work 1 sc into each of the next 5 sc, 
1 hdc into the next st, 1 dc into next st, 1 tr into each of  
the next 3 sts, 1 dc into the next st, 1 hdc into the next st, 
1 sc into each of the next 4 sts, rep from * to the end of 
the round, sl st into the first sc.
Next round: Ch4 (counts as 1 dc and 1 ch), *skip the next 
3 sts, (work 1 dc into the next st, ch1, skip the next st) 
twice, work 1 dc, ch5 and 1 dc all into the next st, (ch1, skip 
the next st, work 1 dc into the next st) twice, ch1, skip the 
next 3 sts, work 1 dc into the next st, ch1, rep from * to 

the end of the round, omitting the last dc, sl st into the 
3rd of 4 ch.
Next round: ch1, work 1 sc into the same place as the 
sl st, *(work 1 sc into the next sp, 1 sc into the next st)  
3 times, 5 sc into the 5-ch sp, 1 sc into the next st,  
(1 sc into the next sp, 1 sc into the next st) 3 times, rep 
from * to the end of the round, omitting the last sc,  
sl st into the first sc.
Next round: Ch4 (counts as 1 dc and ch1), skip the next 
3 sts, *1 dc into the next st, ch1, skip the next st, work  
1 dc into the next st, ch1, skip the next 2 sts, work 1 dc, 
ch5 and 1 dc all into the next st, ch1, skip the next 2 sts, 
work 1 dc into the next st, ch1, skip the next st, work 1 dc 
into the next st, ch1, skip the next 3 sts, work 1 dc into the 
next st, ch1, skip the next 3 sts, rep from * to the end of 
the round, omitting the last dc and ch, sl st into the 3rd 
of the 4th ch.
Next round: Ch1, work 1 sc into the same place as the  
sl st, *(work 1 sc into the next sp, 1 sc into the next st)  
3 times, work 3 sc, ch2 and 3 sc all into the 5-ch sp, 
work 1 sc into the next st, (1 sc into the next sp, 1 sc into 
the next st) 3 times, rep from * to the end of the round, 
omitting the last sc, sl st into the first sc.
Fasten off leaving a long yarn tail.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends. Block using the spray method.

If liked, You can thread a narrow ribbon 
through the eyelet holes around the base 
of each crown. Choose a sparkly ribbon 
to go with the metallic yarn or create a 
contrast with a smooth satin ribbon.

designer’s tip

W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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MATERIALS
•  1 x 2 oz. (50g) skein of 

Cascade 220 Fingering in 
Natural and Walnut Heather

•  Pair of size 6 (4.0mm)  
knitting needles

• Scrap of dark brown felt
• Erasable fabric marker pen
• Large-eyed crewel needle
•  Cream, fawn and brown 

sewing threads and  
sewing needle

Brighten up your home 
during the dark days of 
winter with these cute little 
hanging decorations.

snowy owls
W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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SIZE
Each owl is about 4 in. (10cm) tall, excluding hanging loops.

TO MAKE
• Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles and Natural, cast on 100 sts and  
work in g st (every row k) for 15¾ in. (40cm). Using Walnut Heather,  
make another piece in the same way. Felt both pieces of knitting  
(see Knit & Stitch Creative know-how 11). 

• Photocopy the templates (see below), englarging them by 200%,  
and cut them out. Use the back template to cut out one piece from  
the Walnut Heather felted fabric. Use the front template to cut out  
a shape from the Natural felted fabric. Cut out an eye section from  
the Natural fabric. Use the pupil template to cut out two shapes from 
the brown felt and then cut out a bill.

• Place the front template on the back section and use a fabric marker 
pen to draw around the hole on the front. Thread a large-eyed crewel 
needle with a length of Natural yarn and, using the picture as a guide, 
work scallop shapes in the chain stitch across the marked area on the 
back. Continuing to use Natural, work the running stitch around the 
edges of the wings. Remove the marker lines.

• Make a 6¼-in. (16-cm) long cord by braiding together three lengths 
of Walnut Heather yarn and knot the ends to secure. Fold the cord in 
half to form a loop, then sew the knotted ends to the top of the back 
section, on the same side as the embroidery.

• Place the front section on top of the back so you can see the 
scallop shapes through the hole. Using cream sewing thread,  
stitch around the outside edge to join the two shapes together. 
Use brown sewing thread to sew the bill in place, so the point just 
overlaps the hole in the body.

• Using a length of Natural yarn, sew the pupils onto the eye section with  
a single cross stitch on each pupil. Use cream sewing thread to sew the  
eye section in place, making sure you cover the top edge of the bill.

• Use the remaining felted fabric and yarn to make more decorations  
in the same way.

The chain stitch and the running 
stitch have been used to add detail 
to these little owls but you can use a 
variety of other embroidery stitches. 
Try wavy lines of the backstitch to 
create the scallop shapes on the 
the owl’s tummy, or work individual 
fly stitches across the area for a 
feathery effect. You can also use 
French knots to secure the owl’s 
pupils to the eye section—place  
the knots off-center to give the 
eyes a lively look.

designer’s tip

Back

Bill

Front

Eye section

Pupil

TEMPLATES
Enlarge by 200%

W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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MATERIALS
•  1 x 1 oz. (25g) ball of Crea 

Provenance in Albite
•  5 x 1 oz. (25g) balls of Crea 

Aerial in Cloud
•  Pair of size 6 (4.0mm) and size 

9 (5.5mm) knitting needles
• Tapestry needle
• �79�in.�(2m)�length�of�⅛�in.�

(2mm) iridescent beads  
on a string

•  Sewing needle and sewing 
thread

Go to knit-and-stitch.com 
to buy Crea yarn. See the 
information chart for full  
details on all the Crea yarns.

When the weather 
turns chilly, tuck your 
hands into this lined 
muff, made in soft and 
cosy Crea Aerial and 
Provenance yarns.

fluffy muff
W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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SIZE
13¾ in. (35cm) long, 15¾ in. (40cm) 
circumference around widest part, 
9½�in.�(24cm) around�the�edge�of�
the cuff.

GAUGE
18 sts and 25 rows = 4 in. (10cm) over 
rev st st.

ABBREVIATIONS
See reading a pattern card in your 
Knit & Stitch Creative collection.

TO MAKE
MUFF: Using size 6 (4.0mm) needles 
and Provenance, cast on 60 sts.
Rib row: *K2, p2, rep from * to the 
end of the row.
Rep this row 13 more times.
Cut Provenance and join Aerial.  
Change to size 9 (5.5mm) needles.
Inc row (ws): K2, puk, *k8, puk, rep 
from�*�to�the�last�2�sts,�k2.�68 sts.
Beg with a p row, cont in rev st st 
until the work measures 9½ in. 
(24cm) from the inc row, ending with 
a p row.
Dec row: K2, *k2tog, k7, rep from  
*�to�the�last�3�sts,�k2tog,�k1.�60 sts.

Cut Aerial and join Provenance.  
Change to size 6 (4.0mm) needles.
Rep the Rib row 14 times.  
Bind off in rib leaving a long yarn tail.

LINING: Using size 9 (5.5mm) needles 
and Aerial, cast on 62 sts.
Beg with a p row, work in rev st for 
9½ in. (24cm).
Bind off leaving a long yarn tail.

FINISHING
Weave in the ends.
Pin the lining and muff with the 
wrong sides together so the cast-on 
and bind-off edges of the lining 
match�up�with�the�first�and�last�
rows of Aerial on the muff, then sew 
in place. Join the side edges of the 
muff. Turn the muff inside out and 
join the side edges of the lining,  
then turn right side out.
Arrange the muff so the seam  
is centered at the back. Fold the  
string of beads in half to create  
a double length, then sew one  
end to the inner edge of one  
ribbed section. Sew the other  
end to the inner edge of the other 
ribbed section.

The muff can be worn two 
ways—either with the cuffs 
on the outside or tucked 
inside the muff.

designer’s tips

Using Provenance and double-pointed needles, 
cast on 4 sts and knit 1 row. Do not turn at the 
end of the row but move the stitches along the 
needle, from left to right, to the point at the 
other end—the yarn will be on the left-hand side.

MAKING AN iCORD STRAP
If you prefer, you can use an iCord for the hanging strap on this muff.

Bring the yarn 
across the back of 
the work, from left 
to right, and pull 
it tightly. Knit the 
row, do not turn 

the knitting but move the 
stitches along the needle to 
the point at the other end.  

Repeat step 2 until the 
cord is the required 
length, then bind off. 
Sew in the ends.

W INTER WONDERLAND SPECIAL
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1 Bring the thread through to the front of the 
fabric. Holding the thread taut with your left 
hand, wrap it twice around the needle.

2 Pull the thread gently to tighten 
the twists around the needle. Don’t 
overtighten, or you will find it difficult to 

slide the needle through in the next step.

3Still holding the thread taut, insert the 
needle into the fabric close to the point 
where it originally emerged. Pull the 

needle and thread through to the back, to 
leave a loose knot at the front.

KNOW-HOW 

These stitches are used to create the seed-head 
embroidery—see overleaf for the template.

embroidery stitches
FRENCH KNOTS
The size and the effect produced can 
be varied by working with different 
yarns and threads.

1Work upward, keeping the working thread 
below the needle. Bring the needle out to 
the front and insert it a little way from your 

starting point. Bring it out again, half a stitch 
length back.

2 Insert the needle half a stitch length 
from the end of the previous stitch. 
Bring it out at the end of the previous 

stitch, through the same hole. Continue in  
this way.

STEM STITCH
A stitch that makes slightly raised, solid 
lines ideal for straight and curved lines.

SPLIT STITCH
The stitch is formed by the needle 
splitting the embroidery thread as the 
stitches are worked. 

1Start at the bottom of the row. Make a 
stitch upward along the row and bring the 
point of the needle back through both the 

fabric and the working thread about halfway 
along the stitch.

2 Continue working upward along the row, 
working each stitch with a forward and 
backward motion and splitting the thread 

with the point of the needle. 



TEMPLATE

LEGEND
Light putty (987)

Iron gray (967)
Putty (985)

SEED HEAD
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